What to Expect

▪ Greatest concern this morning is ongoing flooding and high water along several Middle Tennessee rivers and streams.
▪ No other hazardous weather for the next 7 days.
▪ Turning much colder tonight and tomorrow.
▪ Only a small chance of rain until Monday night & Tuesday with the next frontal system.
A Look Ahead

Next week:
Above-normal temperatures favored
Next week: Above-normal precipitation favored
In Summary

- Rain-free weather will likely last through the weekend. This will give our rivers & streams a chance to drain a lot of their excess water. The current volume of flood warnings & advisories will likewise diminish during the next couple of days.
- Much colder temperatures will settle across Middle Tennessee during the next 48 hours before warmer weather returns this weekend.
Contact Us

National Weather Service Nashville

sr-ohx.dss@noaa.gov  (615) 754-8502
(monitored 24 hours)